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Generational Gumption

Gibbs Giden Locher Turner Senet & Wittbrodt was built from two generations of lawyers, and its leaders attribute
most of their courtroom success in construction matters to an intense bond among colleagues.
By America Hernandez
Daily Journal Staff Writer

L

OS ANGELES — In 1985,
when the West Coast office of
the Virginia firm then known
as Wickwire Gavin & Gibbs PC broke
away to found its own practice, Kenneth C. Gibbs and Joseph M. Giden
led 15 lawyers with a vision: quality
construction counsel where the clients’
needs inform the service above all else.
Since then, an expansion borne of
careful growth has nurtured two new
generations of leaders and partners,
most of whom began as law clerks in
the firm and rose through the ranks.
Gibbs has transitioned to working as
a neutral, while Giden retired last year
before passing away in September.
Their legacy firm, however, continues
to thrive.
“Of the 31 attorneys we now have,
about nine of them have been with
us their entire legal career, myself
included,” said Richard J. Wittbrodt,
who after being hired right out of law
school is now the managing partner of
Gibbs Giden Locher Turner Senet &
Wittbrodt LLP. “It’s really a testament
to Ken and Jo, who provided great
guidance and showed confidence in
me, and these three gentlemen who
let me grow both professionally and
as a person,” he added, gesturing to
senior partners Bill D. Locher, Glenn
E. Turner III, and Ted L. Senet.
That focus on growing its own talent
has led the firm to stellar successes
as well as an intense bond among
colleagues, they said. When the group
aren’t taking associates wakeboarding
or prepping for the next Landau Lawyers League basketball game, they
are busy cleaning out the competition
courtroom-side on behalf of both contractors and cities.
“Our partner Marion Hack just
this past fall succeeded in getting a
complete defense verdict for the city
of Huntington Beach after a monthlong trial,” said Turner, whom his

construction projects, and his goal is to
keep clients out of litigation during the
lengthy building process, which can
often take a decade or more to complete and run into complications when
building codes change mid-project.
He counseled the contractor for Frank
Gehry’s Walt Disney Concert Hall,
one of the first buildings to be fully
designed using digital software and
whose dual-curved walls represented
a risky undertaking for builders.
“There’s been a general move in the
industry to be more sustainable, and
Richard and I are both LEED-accredited, which means we pass an exam
Alexander Drecun/Special to the Daily Journal
and stay current on building techFrom left, William Locher, Theodore Senet, Richard Witbrodt and Glenn Turner of nologies that address environmental
Gibbs Giden Locher Turner Senet & Wittbrodt
responsibility and energy use,” Senet
said. The Leadership in Energy and
colleagues call the firm’s premiere Drecksel added. “They are extremely Environmental Design certification
litigator. “To represent a public entity responsive and oriented towards solv- program is run by the U.S. Green
against a contractor on an extra work ing problems rather than writing bills.” Building Council.
The firm is also well versed in hosMany clients have stayed loyal to
claim and then box them out completely [at trial] is just a phenomenal result.” the firm for more than 30 years, and pital construction and their seismic
Hack and Turner also won the city of the practice has expanded to fit their requirements post-Northdridge earthVictorville a $54 million award at trial needs — offering labor and employ- quake. “We’ve been doing hospital
in 2011 after the city paid contractor ment counsel, for example, when construction for over 25 years, and the
Carter & Burgess Inc. to build a power clients asked for the firm’s help with scope of disputes is significant because
it costs between $500 million and $1
plant, a project that was abandoned those disputes.
When an inventor wanted to sell all billion or more to build,” Turner said.
due to cost ineffectiveness and alleged
The firm represented San Bernardicontractor mismanagement. The case of his international construction comrepresented one of the largest awards pany’s assets, including a portfolio of no County during the construction
in Riverside County’s history and 17 patents, Locher handled the nearly of the Arrowhead Regional Medical
marked the first time a California jury $130 million cross-border transaction. Center, which required a complex, revfound an engineering company guilty The sale to the publicly traded Aegion olutionary-for-its-time design because
Corp., which handles pipeline and in- it sat between two earthquake fault
of breaching a fiduciary duty.
“They have earned my trust,” said frastructure protection through its nine lines: The facility can be self-sufficient
Paul C. Drecksel, general counsel subsidiaries, was widely reported on. for three days after a minimum 8.3
But most often, said Senet, “the quake. Gibbs Gidden obtained more
for the national builder Layton Construction Co., which hired the firm to other side doesn’t even know we’re than $6.5 million for the county in
litigate for four years before settling there, working behind the scenes, post-construction settlements with the
confidentially with Universal Health giving clients guidance, and crafting architect and contractors over defects
Services of Palmdale Inc. in a dispute correspondence in a way that resolves in the construction.
The partners have nothing but opover unpaid monies after the contractor disputes in a nonadversarial manner.”
built an acute care facility.
The firm is also not afraid to head timism for the years ahead. “Looking
“I work with law firms all over the toward an early settlement if it feels forward, I see this next group of assocountry and Gibbs Gidden compares the client is best served by doing so, ciates and junior partners, and they are
just stars,” Turner said. “They keep me
favorably with other skilled construc- he added.
tion firms and is refreshingly cost
Senet primarily handles insurance coming to work every morning.”
effective for the Los Angeles market,” matters in addition to counseling on
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